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The Future Is Here.

Meet AIMM.
Looking for love in all the wrong places? Tinder, Bumble, you name it,
what do all of these apps have in common? They are superﬁcial. You
swipe le@, you swipe right, but you are only ever evaluaAng that
decision based solely on looks.
AIMM is designed to mirror a human matchmaking service. It has the
technical advantages that other daAng apps simply can’t oﬀer. It is the
world’s ﬁrst fully conversaAonal arAﬁcial intelligence app to be
featured on the App Store with incredible new technology. Facial
recogniAon so@ware allows you to access your account then build
your relaAonship by using the sound of your voice to answer
quesAons.
When you open AIMM, you’ll be greeted by an automated voice
instead of a gallery of 'potenAal' matches who might not be matches
at all. She takes days to learn who you really are and then begins
curaAng your connecAons. She waits to tell you a liLle bit more about
the prospect she spoke to you about last week. Soon… she facilitates
a phone call for you two, if it feels right. Don’t worry, AIMM hold’s
your hand the enAre Ame.
AIMM stands alone, the ﬁrst of its kind to transform the daAng
industry into a respecOul world of matchmaking.

Dating of Today.

Dating of Tomorrow.

AIMM is Diﬀerent.
With other daAng apps you might as well be ﬂipping a coin or spinning the
boLle; they don’t reach the core of a person to truly understand who they
are and what they’re looking for. To create a genuine, long term
relaAonship, you need an app that creates a deep connecAon.
That’s where AIMM comes in - The world’s ﬁrst respecOul, arAﬁcial
intelligence matchmaking service.

The Developer.

Meet Kevin Teman.
Since I can remember I knew the potenAal of online daAng was VAST, but no
one seemed to be geTng it right. Built on the backs of older plaOorms like
Match and others, galleries, chat rooms, and inﬂated proﬁles were the norm.
There had to be a beLer way.
The problems that exist in plaOorms like these become very obvious when you
use them. Many proﬁles are le@ empty, others are forced and unnatural. You
quesAon whether photos or proﬁles are real and never know whether proﬁles
themselves are fakes set up by the host company. It is riddled with horrible
empAness - this destroyed the potenAal of online daAng.
With the help of advanced technology, I found a way to take it to… I hesitate to
say the next level… but rather the level it should have been at in the ﬁrst place.
We now have the ability to uAlize facial recogniAon, oﬄine voice recogniAon,
desktop powerful processors, cameras, microphones, I mean the phone is
pracAcally a human being with all its senses… why are we all sAll tapping
through web-like interfaces with buLons?
The Ame is now for something truly next generaAon. DaAng companies have
been dragging their feet and it seems their heart just isn’t in it anymore.
AIMM was developed out of the personal pain I experienced using the exisAng
tools and failing. I will never stop pouring energy into AIMM unAl it is a true
matchmaking system that combines the power of the internet with common
sense matchmaking techniques that actually work. This is my passion and I
won’t stop unAl everything works perfectly, it needs to be done.
Thank you for choosing AIMM and welcome to the next generaAon of match
making services.

The Developer.

Matchmaking In Your Hand.

Why AIMM?
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True AI Matchmaking Experience.

AIMM uses machine learning to provide you with a “human”
matchmaking service in the palm of your hand.

Apple’s First Fully Conversational App.
AIMM guides the user through the entire matching experience
through conversation and question and answer.

First “Respectful” Dating App.
AIMM introduces candidates one at a time. Allowing users to move
forward with prospects when they are ready.

Personal Matching Assistant.
AIMM is your dating aide, from setting up phone call reminders to
date night coaching, AIMM holds your hand.

No Passwords. No Usernames. No Notifications.
App’s today flood the user with unnecessary notifications and messages.
With AIMM, matching is in your control and on your time.
AIMM does all this…..oﬄine.

Are You Ready?

AIMM IS WAITING.
AIMM is completely unique in its experience. AIMM is your personal
matchmaker, ending the need for creaAng proﬁles or private
messaging. CuraAng a one-of-a-kind matchmaking service by
presenAng one uniquely matched potenAal at a Ame, just like a real
matchmaking service allowing for more focused interacAon.
AIMM provides an unparalleled user experience and solves the
issues in today’s daAng apps.
The future of matchmaking has a name. AIMM.
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